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Key Points 11 

Ground-based GPS and microwave satellite retrievals of water vapor agree well. 12 

Comparisons GPS and Satellite water vapor are important for dataset validation. 13 

 14 

Abstract 15 

High-quality, high temporal resolution measurements of total precipitable water (TPW) can 16 

be made by evaluating the vapor-dependent delay of radio signals reaching land-based Global 17 

Positioning System (GPS) receivers from GPS satellites.  These measurements are available 18 

since the mid 1990’s when the GPS system became operational.  Over the world’s oceans, 19 

satellite-borne microwave imaging radiometers have been making measurements of TPW for 20 

more than 25 years.  In this work, we perform an intercomparison of collocated TPW 21 

measurements made by these two disparate systems using measurements from 26 GPS stations 22 

located on small islands. The two types of measurements agree well, with typical satellite-station 23 

mean differences of less than 1.0 kgm-2.  Analysis revealed several cases of inhomogeneities in 24 

the GPS dataset, and two deficiencies in the RSS satellite data, demonstrating the usefulness of 25 

intercomparison for improving the accuracy of both types of data.  After the individual station 26 

biases were removed, the standard deviation of the overall differences between individual 27 

satellites and GPS measurements ranged from between 1.60 and 1.94 kgm-2.  Twelve GPS 28 

stations had overlap time periods long enough to evaluate difference trends, yielding 59 satellite-29 

station pairs when paired with different satellites.  More than half (39 of 59) did not show a 30 

significant trend.  The twenty pairs with significant trends did not show trends of predominantly 31 

one sign, suggesting that neither system is plagued by a system-wide drift in TPW.   32 
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1 Introduction 39 
Water vapor is of fundamental importance to the Earth’s weather and climate system.  Global 40 

scale monitoring of water vapor is therefore important to our understanding of the climate 41 

system.  Water vapor is also an important marker of climate change.  Large scale changes in total 42 

column water vapor, or total precipitable water (TPW) have been shown to be linked to 43 

temperature increase [Mears et al., 2007], and have been used to identify the presence of 44 

anthropogenic climate change [Santer et al., 2007].   45 

Radiosonde measurements of the humidity as a function of pressure are available since the 46 

late 1940’s.  These can be used to estimate TPW, but are of little use for diagnosing long-term 47 

change because of problems associated with changes in instrumentation and reporting practices 48 

over the years leading to discontinuities in the resulting dataset that need to be removed 49 

[McCarthy et al., 2009;Ross and Elliott, 2001].  Radiosonde measurements are also fairly sparse 50 

over the oceans and the southern hemisphere.  High-quality, high temporal resolution 51 

measurements of TPW can be made by evaluating the vapor-dependent delay of radio signals 52 

reaching land based Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers from GPS satellites.  These are 53 

available since the mid-1990’s.  Since these stations need to be located on a stationary platform, 54 



i.e. land, oceanic measurements of TPW are only available from a few stations located on small 55 

islands. 56 

Over the world’s oceans, satellite-borne microwave imaging radiometers have been making 57 

measurements for more than 25 years.  Values of TPW can be retrieved from these 58 

measurements in the absence of heavy rain.  In order to use these measurements to assemble a 59 

long-term dataset, measurements from radiometers on a number of different satellites need to be 60 

combined.  This requires precise intercalibration between satellites.  Remote Sensing Systems 61 

(RSS) has developed intercalibrated datasets from microwave radiometers for more than two 62 

decades and recently released Version-7 of our oceanic dataset which includes measurements of 63 

TPW, surface wind speed, total cloud water, rain rate, and, for satellites with the required low-64 

frequency channels, sea surface temperature (SST).  This latest version features precise satellite 65 

intercalibration at the brightness temperature (radiance) level [Wentz, 2013] and the use of a 66 

unified, physically-based algorithm to retrieve the various parameters from different types of 67 

satellite instruments[Wentz, 1997]Earlier versions of this dataset have been evaluated and 68 

generally found to be of high accuracy [Trenberth et al., 2005].   Our latest version (RSS V7) of 69 

TPW has been compared to measurements from the DORIS network [Bock et al., 2014].  Bock 70 

et al. emphasize the validation of the DORIS measurements using satellite measurements.  RSS 71 

V7 TPW measurements have not yet been directly compared to the high-accuracy TPW 72 

measurements from ground-based GPS stations.  GPS TPW measurements, while not widespread 73 

in the ocean, have the advantage of being unaffected by conditions that might adversely affect 74 

microwave retrievals, such as rain (which can absorb and scatter microwave signals), high winds 75 

(which affect the microwave properties of the ocean surface), or anomalous atmospheric profiles.  76 

This feature makes the GPS measurements an important source of comparison data to check the 77 



microwave satellite retrievals for anomalous dependence on these confounding variables.  In 78 

addition, the raw GPS timing signals are traceable to metrology standards, suggesting an 79 

absolute accuracy unavailable in existing microwave radiometers.  However, the traceability 80 

cannot simply be extended to the retrieved TPW values, because of uncertainty arising from 81 

other input parameters and assumptions made during the retrieval process, including models of 82 

both the atmospheric column under study and the phase delays in the antenna for each GPS 83 

receiver [Bock et al., 2013]. 84 

In this work, we present an intercomparison of TPW measurements made by the microwave 85 

radiometers and the GPS receivers.  In Section 2, we discuss the sources of the data we use, and 86 

then in Section 3, we describe the methods we use to generate a collocated dataset.  In Section 4, 87 

we describe the adjustments we make to the GPS data to compensate for station elevation.  In 88 

Section 5, we present the results of our study, which we discuss in Section 6.  89 

2 Data Sources 90 

2.1 RSS Microwave Radiometer Vapor, Version 7 91 

In this study we use TPW values retrieved using the Remote Sensing Systems (RSS) Version 92 

7 retrieval algorithm from a number of different satellite-borne radiometers.  The satellites used, 93 

and periods over which they operated are listed in Table 1.  Version 7 is the latest version of our 94 

physically-based algorithm.  The vapor part of the algorithm was trained using a set of small-95 

island radiosonde soundings of atmospheric temperature and humidity, coupled with randomized 96 

SST, cloud, rain, and ocean wind scenes.  The brightness temperatures associated with the 97 

profile/scene combinations are calculated using microwave radiation models, and the results are 98 

used to generate algorithm look-up tables that associate expected TPW values with sets of 99 



brightness temperatures for the 5 microwave channels used for TPW retrievals.  Each 100 

measurement is rigorously quality controlled to make sure that it is not affected by instrument 101 

irregularities or the presence of land, ice, or excessive rain in the observed scene.  The retrieved 102 

values of TPW are publically available (at www.remss.com) in the form of daily maps, gridded 103 

on a ¼ x ¼ degree scale.  Separate maps are available for the ascending (northward going) and 104 

descending passes of each satellite.  This publically available dataset is the starting point for our 105 

analysis. 106 

2.2 Ground based GPS 107 

The Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) includes the U.S. GPS transmit radio 108 

signals to ground based GPS receivers around the globe.  These signals are delayed by both the 109 

ionosphere and the troposphere.  The effect of the ionosphere can be eliminated using a linear 110 

combination of the two GPS frequencies.  Total tropospheric delay along the zenith, called zenith 111 

tropospheric delay (ZTD) can be partitioned into two parts – zenith hydrostatic delay (ZHD) and 112 

zenith wet delay (ZWD). ZTD is mainly a function of the surface pressure at the GPS receiver, 113 

and ZWD depends strongly on TPW. Wang et al. [Wang et al., 2007] developed an analysis 114 

technique to convert the ZTD to TPW on a global scale.  A global, long-term (1995-present), 2-115 

hourly GPS TPW dataset is created, updated yearly and available for ~400 stations globally 116 

including some dense regional networks [Wang et al., 2007].  There are several advantages of 117 

GPS-derived TPW including data available under all weather conditions, high temporal 118 

resolution (5-minute to 2-hourly), high accuracy (< 3 mm) and long-term stability.  The dataset 119 

has been used for various applications, including validating global radiosonde and reanalysis 120 

humidity data [Wang et al., 2013;Wang and Zhang, 2008;Wang and Zhang, 2009], and studying 121 

TPW variations from diurnal to long-term time scales [e.g, Wang and Zhang 2009].   122 



2.3 Choosing GPS stations for use in this study 123 

Satellite microwave radiometer retrievals of TPW are only available in the open ocean more 124 

than 25 km from land.  Because of this, we focus on GPS stations located on small islands which 125 

have large numbers of nearby satellite retrievals.  To choose stations of interest, we locate each 126 

station on the ¼ degree grid on which the satellite measurements are available.  Typically, there 127 

is missing data immediately surrounding the station due to land contamination.  To choose 128 

stations with a large amount of nearby satellite measurements, we determine the number of 129 

neighboring grid cells in the 5x5 box that surrounds the station that contain at least one valid 130 

satellite TPW measurement during a typical month.  If this number is greater than or equal to 8 131 

(out of a possible 24 grid cells) then the station is noted for further processing.  This selection 132 

results in 30 stations, and of these, 26 have enough observations so that more than 100 133 

collocations aree available for at least one of the satellites in our study.  These stations are listed 134 

in Table 2 with their locations, elevation above sea level, station type, and the typical number of 135 

pixels with valid measurements in the 5x5 grid cell box surrounding the station.   136 

3 Assembling the collocated dataset 137 

In Figure 1A we show an example of the satellite TPW measurements surrounding a GPS 138 

station.  The amount of missing data surrounding the station is typical, with missing data at most 139 

of the grid points immediately surrounding the station.  The missing data are due to land 140 

contamination of the satellite measurements, making accurate TPW retrievals impossible.  The 141 

missing data forces the use of measurements further from the station, thereby increasing the 142 

differences satellite and GPS measurements.  We can reduce these differences by accounting for 143 

the local gradient in TPW in the region surrounding the station.  This particular example was 144 



chosen because it has a relatively large (but not uncommon) gradient value, making the gradient 145 

easy to see in the figure.  We fit the local satellite measurements using a bilinear fit to obtain the 146 

best fit plane through the data points, 147 

( ) ( )0 0 0 0, ( , ( ) ( ) ( , ),V x y V x y a x x b y y e x y= + − + − +  (1) 148 

where V is the value of TPW, 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the longitude and latitude, (𝑥0,𝑦𝑜) is the location of 149 

the station, 𝑉(𝑥0,𝑦𝑜), a and b are parameters of the fit, and e(x,y) contains the part of the TPW 150 

measurements not described by the linear fit.  This includes the non-linear part of the spatial 151 

pattern, small length scale variance, and measurement noise.  For each satellite-GPS collocation, 152 

a, b, and 𝑉(𝑥0, 𝑦𝑜) are determined by linear least squares using the data in a 7x7 grid cell 153 

subregion surrounding the GPS station.  The local gradient is removed by subtracting 𝑎(𝑥 −154 

𝑥0) + 𝑏(𝑦 − 𝑦0) from the original measurements, thus referring each measurement to the station 155 

location.  In Figure 1B, we show the results of the linear gradient removal for the example case.  156 

The fit, and subsequent analysis of the collocated data are performed only if more than 10 valid 157 

satellite measurements are present within the 7x7 region.  An analysis of the standard deviation 158 

of the satellite -GPS differences within the 7x7 region as a function of the distance of the satellite 159 

measurement from the station shows a small increase with distance for the unadjusted case, and 160 

no discernable distance dependence for the gradient-removed case.  GPS values of TPW, which 161 

are made every two hours, are then linearly interpolated in time to correspond to the satellite 162 

overpass time.   163 

We construct the collocated dataset for our study by pairing the interpolated station values of 164 

TPW with each satellite value contained within the 5x5 grid cell box surrounding the station, so 165 

that each GPS measurement results in a number of collocations, with the exact number 166 



dependent on the number of valid grid cells of satellite data.  We compare the GPS measurement 167 

to the individual pixels because part of the purpose of this work is to characterize the error 168 

properties of the publically available satellite TPW data.  We investigate all collocations within 169 

the 5x5 box both to increase the number of collocations to reduce the effects of random errors on 170 

estimates of bias and standard deviation, and to make it possible to investigate whether or not the 171 

agreement between GPS and satellite values of TPW is significantly degraded as we move from 172 

adjacent pixels to other nearby pixels. 173 

The GPS stations are typically located some distance above sea level, and thus measure the 174 

precipitable water above that elevation.  Because the satellite values of TPW are from the ocean 175 

surface, we need to account for the part of the water vapor column located between sea level and 176 

the station location.  Since the station elevation is usually less than one hundred meter above sea 177 

level these adjustments are small and can be approximated to sufficient accuracy with a simple 178 

model.  We assume that the intervening atmosphere is isothermal, with a temperature given by 179 

the value of sea surface temperature (SST) surrounding the station and an assumed relative 180 

humidity of 80%.  This allows us to adjust each GPS measurement to account for the missing 181 

part of the vapor column.  These adjustments are small except in a few cases, such as SEY1, 182 

where the station is located at an elevation of 577.9 meters.  Even in this case the adjustment 183 

appears to be successful, increasing our confidence in the simple model for the lower elevation 184 

cases.  In Figure 2, we show a plot of the mean satellite - GPS differences for an example 185 

satellite (AMSR-E) for each station before and after this correction is applied.  The correction 186 

reduces the absolute difference in all cases where the GPS station elevation is substantial.  These 187 

adjusted values for GPS TPW are used for all results presented below. 188 

 189 



4 Results for Collocated Measurements 190 

4.1 Overall difference statistics 191 

We begin our discussion of the results by showing three example collocation time series for 192 

SSM/I F13.  Figure 3a shows the time series for station MAC1 (MacQuarie Island), located at 193 

54.50S, 158.94E in the Southwestern Pacific Ocean.  This station shows the best agreement with 194 

the satellite measurements of any of the stations studied, and the residuals show no evidence of a 195 

trend or jump in the satellite – GPS differences.  The GPS data also have relatively few gaps 196 

over the period that the station operated so the number of collocations per day is uniform and 197 

high.   198 

Figure 3b shows the time series for station 603, located at 26.64N, 142.16E, on Hahajima 199 

Island in the Western Tropical Pacific.  This station is part of the Japanese-administered Geonet 200 

network of GPS stations.  The data from this station are plentiful and appear to be of fairly high 201 

quality, except that there is an obvious discontinuity in the difference time series in early 2003.  202 

This discontinuity is also easy to see in comparison with other satellites that operate during this 203 

time period (see Fig S1, supplementary material).  Other nearby stations do not show 204 

discontinuities at this specific time.  This shows that the shift is due to a change in the 205 

instrumentation or in data processing methods at this station, as opposed to any discontinuity in 206 

the satellite data.  Through personal communication, we discovered that the GPS antenna at 207 

station 603 was changed from TRM23903.00 to TRM29659.00 on March 1, 2003 (Yoshinori 208 

Shoji, personal communications).  Two other, non-GEONET stations (BRMU and COCO) show 209 

similar, but smaller discontinuities at other times.  For the overall statistics discussed here, we 210 

leave the station data uncorrected.  For the analysis of trends in the difference time series 211 

(Section 4c), we remove any obvious discontinuities in the GPS data before analyzing the trends.   212 



Figure 3c shows the time series for station DGAR (Diego Garcia) located at 7.27S, 72.37E in 213 

the Tropical Indian Ocean.  This time series shows considerably less data than the other two, due 214 

to gaps in the DGAR time series at times close to the satellite overpass times.   The standard 215 

deviation of the difference time series (2.29 mm) is more twice as high as for MAC1 (1.00 mm).  216 

We will explore some possible reasons for this difference in standard deviation in Section 5b.   217 

Plots similar to those shown in Fig. 3 were made for each satellite/GPS station pair and 218 

examined for evidence of discontinuities, large trends in the differences or other problems.   219 

Three other stations (5113, BRMU, COCO) were found to show discontinuities that were similar 220 

in all overlapping satellites.  For the case of BRMU, we confirmed the presence of a 221 

discontinuity in the GPS data by comparison with radiosonde measurements at the same location 222 

(See Fig S2, online supplementary material).  Four GEONET stations in the central Tropical 223 

Pacific (0497, 0499, 0743, and 0746) show small upward trends relative to satellite 224 

measurements during the 2000-2005 period.  Even though a step-like change in the GPS data 225 

was not easily seen (in contrast to station 603), we speculate that these changes may be due to 226 

antenna changes at these locations that occurred during this period.  Nine stations (0497, 0499, 227 

0743, 0746, GCFS, GCGT, SAN0, SEY1, and SNI1) show significant seasonal fluctuations with 228 

amplitude of 1.5 mm or greater.  These seasonal fluctuations are similar for all collocated 229 

satellites, with the amplitude of the seasonal cycles 2 to 3 % larger for the satellite data than for 230 

the GPS data.  For the following results (except for the trend results discussed in Section 4c, 231 

where the discontinuities were removed) these problems were left as is.   232 

For each satellite-GPS pair, we show the mean and standard deviation of the differences in 233 

Fig. 4.  Note that much of pattern in both the mean and the standard deviation of the differences 234 

as a function of station is similar from satellite to satellite.  This suggests that the variation of 235 



these statistics from pair to pair is dependent on either the GPS station instrumentation itself, 236 

data processing practices associated with the station, or some feature of the atmosphere and/or 237 

ocean at the location of the station that influences our ability to retrieve TPW.  To investigate the 238 

last possibility, we calculated the correlation of the mean differences with station means of wind 239 

speed, SST, total cloud water, rain rate, and TPW.  None of the correlations were statistically 240 

significant (P < 0.1), suggesting that the mean differences are more likely to be due to a property 241 

of the GPS measurements or processing techniques than to an anomalous property of the 242 

atmospheric column or ocean surface being measured affecting the satellite measurements. Note 243 

that since different satellites cover different time periods, Fig. 4 also represents any temporal 244 

discontinuity. For example, at BRMU, the change from green to blue is due to the discontinuity 245 

in GPS instrumentation around 2006. 246 

We also computed the overall mean and standard deviation of the differences for all GPS 247 

stations for each satellite (Table 3).   The standard deviations were calculated using  the data as 248 

presented above (with the individual station biases included) and for a second set of data where a 249 

constant was added to the GPS measurements for a given station to remove the mean satellite – 250 

GPS difference for that station-satellite pair.  This second dataset results in a modest 251 

improvement of about 0.1 mm in the tabulated standard deviation.  Since we suspect that the 252 

station biases are due to the GPS measurements, we recommend the use of the bias-removed 253 

values for the standard deviations for evaluating the quality of the satellite data.  254 

In Fig. 5, we plot a histogram of the satellite – GPS differences with the station biases 255 

removed for all stations.  While this plot is for WindSat, the corresponding plots for other 256 

satellites are similar except for differences in the width of the distribution.  For comparison 257 

purposes, the plot also shows a Gaussian distribution with the same standard deviation and 258 



maximum value as the measured histograms.  It is clear that the measured distribution is 259 

significantly different from a Gaussian, with more instances of large differences than would be 260 

expected for a Gaussian.  A log plot of the histogram (not shown) suggests that the distribution 261 

of differences follows a power-law distribution for absolute differences of more than about 1 262 

mm.  Despite the deviation from a Gaussian fit, we present standard deviations as a measure of 263 

the variation of the differences because of the widespread familiarity with this statistic. 264 

 265 

4.2 Statistics as a function of geophysical parameters 266 

Figure 6 shows the mean and standard deviation of the satellite – GPS TPW differences as a 267 

function of TPW.  This type of plot is useful in diagnosing problems with satellite retrieval 268 

algorithms.  Ideally, the mean values are all close to zero, indicating that the algorithm is 269 

performing well at all values of TPW.   The top panel in Fig. 6 shows the results for F13.  The 270 

mean differences are close to zero for values of TPW up to about 60mm.  Above this value, the 271 

satellite values tend to be slightly less than the GPS values.  Other SSM/I and SSMIS 272 

instruments show similar behavior to varying degrees.  The middle panel of Fig. 6 shows results 273 

from AMSR-E, which has the opposite behavior, i.e. the satellite measurements tend to be higher 274 

than the GPS measurements for TPW values above 60mm.  WindSat (bottom panel) shows 275 

relatively little change even for the highest values of TPW.  As we will see below, the AMSR-E 276 

data show a substantial bias in the presence of rain, in contrast the data from the other satellites.  277 

When satellite measurements with rain are excluded (red lines in the figure), the increase in 278 

AMSR-E data at high values of TPW is reduced, suggesting that rain is at least partly responsible 279 

for this behavior. 280 



In all cases, including the 6 satellites not shown, the standard deviation is lower at low values 281 

of TPW than at high values.  While this suggests that the precision of the retrieval algorithm is 282 

higher at low TPW values, it is also probable that part of the standard deviation is due to the 283 

mismatch in location between the GPS station and the satellite observations.  We expect the 284 

spatial mismatch errors to scale with the local spatial variability in TPW field, which is roughly 285 

proportional to the mean station TPW for the stations in this study.  For low values of TPW, the 286 

standard deviation is similar to that found in GPS-radiosonde comparisons [Wang and Zhang, 287 

2008], while for higher values the standard deviation is less than for GPS-radiosonde 288 

comparisons.  These results are tabulated in Table 4.  This TPW dependence of the standard 289 

deviation contributes to the different standard deviations found for different stations.  For 290 

example, MAC1, the station with the lowest standard deviation in satellite -GPS differences in 291 

our study, is located at a latitude of 54.50 south, where cold temperatures limit the amount of 292 

vapor present in the atmosphere to less than about 30 mm.  In Fig. 7, we plot the standard 293 

deviation of the satellite-GPS difference as a function of the mean TPW at each station.  There is 294 

an obvious increase in standard deviation for stations with higher values of TPW.  The line in the 295 

figure is derived from a linear least-squares fit to the binned standard deviations presented in Fig. 296 

6, and shows that much of the variation in standard deviation between stations can be explained 297 

by differences in mean TPW.  A notable outlier is ASC1 (Ascension Island, 7.95S, 14.41W) 298 

which shows anomalously low values of standard deviation for all satellites, despite its location 299 

in the Tropical Atlantic with relatively high values of TPW.  This result is likely related to the 300 

reduced local spatial variability in the location compared to other stations with similar values of 301 

TPW. Figure 8 shows the mean and standard deviation of the satellite-GPS differences as a 302 

function of wind speed.  Wind speed is retrieved from the satellite measurements in rain-free 303 



cells for  roughly 90% of all vapor retrievals.  While the mean differences are all less than 1 mm, 304 

(and less than 0.5 mm for the common wind speeds between 4 and 11 m/s) they show a declining 305 

trend as a function of wind speed.  This feature is present for all 9 satellites, though is slightly 306 

less pronounced for WindSat.  The feature is likely to be due to a small error in the ocean surface 307 

model [Meissner and Wentz, 2012] used to develop the retrieval algorithms.  Because the TPW 308 

algorithm must account for the surface emission and scattering of microwaves, such an error 309 

could lead to a wind-speed-dependent error in the retrieved values of TPW. 310 

Figure 9 shows that for AMSR-E (bottom plot), the satellite - GPS differences have a strong 311 

increase in satellite-GPS difference as a function of rain rate, eventually reaching more than 312 

2mm for moderate rain rates of 2mm/hour or more.  The other satellites do not show this feature, 313 

with the maximum absolute difference for all rain-rate bins being less than 0.7 mm.  The cause 314 

of this behavior in AMSRE is under investigation with the goal of removing it in future versions 315 

of the dataset.  Plots of satellite - GPS differences as a function of total cloud water and surface 316 

temperature (from the NOAA OI SST V2 [Reynolds et al., 2002]) show little structure (Fig. 10). 317 

4.3 Multi-year trends in differences 318 

We now turn our attention to analyzing longer-term behavior in the satellite -  GPS TPW 319 

differences, including trends in the difference time series, which might indicate calibration drifts 320 

in either the satellite or the GPS measurements.  Analysis of longer-term behavior is more 321 

challenging because many of the GPS stations did not operate for long time periods.  We restrict 322 

our analysis to stations with data that overlap with at least one satellite for at least 4 years, 323 

leaving 13 stations.  We then exclude SEY1 because of the high-elevation location of the GPS 324 

station, and the large adjustments needed to estimate TPW.  For each of the 12 remaining 325 

stations, we examine 15-day averages of the satellite - GPS differences, averaged over the 1.25 326 



degree by 1.25 degree box shown in Fig. 1.  For the four stations with identified discontinuities, 327 

we either removed them by adjusting the GPS data (0603, BRMU) or by not using the data after 328 

the discontinuity (COCO, ISPA).  In Fig. 11, we show an example of these time series for the 329 

station on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands in the Tropical Indian Ocean.  For collocated time series 330 

longer than 2 years, we fit the time series to a 2-harmonic /linear model: 331 

( )0 1 1 1 2 2sin cos sin 2 cos2sat GPSTPW TPW a a t b t c t b t c tω ω ω ω− = + + + + + , (2) 332 

where 12 yearω π −=  , the a’s, b’s, and c’s are parameters of the fit, and t is the time in units of 333 

years.  The fitted time series are shown in red in Fig. 11.  We report the fitted slope ( 1a ) and 2-σ 334 

uncertainty in units of mm per decade for time series longer than 4 years.  These slopes range 335 

from near zero to 0.70 mm/decade.  None of the slopes are statistically significant at the 2-σ 336 

level.  Much of the interannual variability in the time series is similar between different satellites 337 

and has a significant seasonal cycle (as captured by the two-harmonic portion of the fit).  These 338 

seasonal cycles are also present in the difference time series for many other stations.  We do not 339 

know if the seasonal cycles are caused by errors in the satellite measurements or in the GPS 340 

measurements.  It is conceivable that such seasonal cycles could be caused by seasonal cycles in 341 

other geophysical parameters, such as wind, rain, or surface temperature, combined with the 342 

dependence of the satellite - GPS differences on these variables.  A simple analysis shows that, 343 

in many cases, the observed seasonal cycles in the collocated differences are typically several 344 

times too large for this to be the cause. 345 

Figure 12 summarizes the slope differences, and uncertainty of these slope differences, for all 346 

satellite-GPS pairs with difference time series longer than 4 years.  Trend differences that are 347 

larger than the 2-sigma (20 out of 59 total) are denoted by the “x” in the box.  15 of the 20 348 



significant difference trends are negative, suggesting that the overall trend difference may tend to 349 

be negative.  However, 10 of these significant negative differences are from GEONET stations in 350 

the Western Tropical Pacific which show similar behavior.  If these stations are excluded, 351 

positive and negative trends are approximately equally distributed.  Thus we conclude that the 352 

trend difference summary does not strongly suggest any overall trend errors in either the satellite 353 

or the GPS data. 354 

5 Summary and Conclusions 355 

We have performed a detailed comparison of TPW measurements made by satellite-borne 356 

microwave radiometers and ground-based GPS stations.  The overall agreement between GPS 357 

and satellite measurements is better than between GPS and radiosonde measurements, 358 

particularly at high values of TPW, where the standard deviation of the differences is 359 

significantly less.  Our results demonstrate that such intercomparisons are useful for validating 360 

the accuracy and stability of satellite measurements.  By plotting the satellite-GPS differences as 361 

a function of satellite-derived wind speed and rain rate, we were able to identify a small wind-362 

speed dependent bias in the satellite data, and a problem with retrievals in the presence of rain 363 

for the AMSR-E instrument.  Both of these findings will lead to future improvements in vapor 364 

retrieval algorithm.  By plotting the time series of satellite-GPS differences, we are able to 365 

identify several inhomogeneities in the GPS data that need to be corrected before use in the 366 

analysis of long term trends.  An analysis of multi-year trends in satellite-GPS differences shows 367 

a range of trend differences, but does not yield evidence of a systematic trend in either 368 

measurement type.  The results are limited by the low number of stations located on small 369 

islands, where they are useful for comparison with our ocean-only data products.  Because of the 370 



low cost and utility of ground-based GPS stations for validation of satellite data, we encourage 371 

the use of more GPS stations on small islands. 372 
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 430 

 431 

Table 1 432 
Satellite Instruments Used in This Study 433 

Satellite Instrument Start Date End Date 
DMSP  F08 SSM/I July 1987 December 1991 
DMSP F10 SSM/I December 1990 November 1997 
DMSP F11 SSM/I December 1991 May 2000 
DMSP F13 SSM/I May 1995 November 2009 
DMSP F14 SSM/I May 1997 August 2008 
DMSP F15 SSM/I December 1999 Present* 
DMSP F16 SSMIS October 2003 Present 
DMSP F17 SSMIS December 2006 Present 
NASA AQUA AMSRE June 2002 October 2011 
DOD Coriolis  WindSat February 2003 Present 

 434 

*  Data after August 2006 is not used because its quality is degraded by the operation of a 435 
radiation calibration beacon on the F15 satellite. 436 

  437 



Table 2 438 

GPS Stations Used in this Study 439 

Station 
Name 

Latitude 
(degrees N) 

Longitude 
(degrees E) 

Elevation 
(m) 

Station Type Typical # 
Good Pixels 

0497 25.8312 131.2278 20.645 g 13 
0499 24.4542 122.9428 25.745 g 9 
0603 26.6352 142.1628 39.233 g 9 
0743 26.3478 126.7391 13.516 g 11 
0746 25.9537 131.2907 38.167 g 14 
1098 24.2901 153.9787 11.348 g 16 
5113 33.1199 139.7972 68.992 g 9 
ASC1 -7.9512 345.5879 91.079 i 16 
BDOS 13.0880 300.3909 9.386 i 10 
BRMU 32.3704 295.3037 22.280 i 14 
COCO -12.1884 96.8340 4.020 i 15 
DGAR -7.2697 72.3702 9.122 i 12 
EISL -27.1482 250.6167 119.054 i 12 
FLRS 39.4538 328.8736 23.371 i 9 
GCFS 19.3129 278.8165 6.600 i 10 
GCGT 19.2929 278.6205 25.120 i 12 
GOUG -40.3488 350.1193 57.319 i 14 
ISPA -27.1250 250.6556 116.984 i 12 
KWJ1 8.7222 167.7302 8.459 i 10 
MAC1 -54.4995 158.9358 13.442 i 9 
MCIL 24.2901 153.9787 10.819 i 16 
NIUM -19.0765 190.0729 60.244 i 12 
SAN0 12.5805 278.2847 48.900 i 13 
SEY1 -4.6737 55.4794 577.916 i 9 
SNI1 33.2479 240.4756 276.675 i 8 
XMIS -10.4500 105.6885 264.774 i 16 

 440 

Station type is defined as g =  , i =   441 

  442 



 443 

Table 3 444 

Summary Statistics for Collocated Satellite –GPS differences for Each Satellite 445 

 446 

Satellite Mean Difference 
Unadjusted 

(mm) 

Standard Deviation 
Unadjusted 

(mm) 

Standard Deviation 
Station Means 
Removed (mm) 

F10 0.51 1.96 1.86 
F11 0.40 1.99 1.86 
F13 0.48 1.89 1.80 
F14 0.48 1.89 1.81 
F15 0.35 2.02 1.94 
F16 0.54 1.91 1.79 
F17 0.70 1.92 1.82 
AMSRE 0.38 1.89 1.75 
WindSat 0.59 1.69 1.60 
 447 

 448 

  449 



Table 4 450 

Standard Deviation of Satellite-GPS and GPS-Radiosonde TPW differences (kgm-2) 451 

Satellite TPW = 10.0 kgm-2 TPW = 60.0 kgm-2 
SSM/I F10 1.2 2.1 
SSM/I F11 1.1 2.7 
SSM/I F13  1.1 2.6 
SSM/I F14 1.1 2.4 
SSM/I F15 1.1 2.6 
SSMIS F16 1.0 2.3 
SSMIS F17 1.0 2.4 
AMSR-E 0.9 2.0 
WindSat 0.9 2.1 
   
Radiosonde Type   
RS80A1 1.4 4.8 
RS80H 1.1 3.2 
RS90 1.2 3.8 
RS92 1.1 3.2 

1Radiosonde results are from Wang and Zhang, 2008 452 

 453 

 454 
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 459 

 460 

Figure 1.  A) Example of gridded TPW values surrounding an example GPS station.  The 461 

circle marks the location of station 0497 (25.83N, 131.23E).  The circle is color-coded using the 462 

same color bar as the gridded satellite data.  The satellite data are from an overpass of SSM/I on 463 

the DMSP F13 satellite on April 17, 1998 at 8:24 UTC.  Grid boxes colored grey denote the 464 

region too close to land to retrieve an accurate SSM/I TPW.  B) The same example, but with the 465 

local TPW gradient removed by fitting a tilted plane to the observations within the 1.75 degree 466 

by 1.75 degree region shown, and using this plane to refer the measurements to the station 467 

location.  The collocated dataset used in this work is constructed using satellite observations 468 

taken within the 1.25 degree by 1.25 degree box surrounding each GPS station, shown in red.  469 



 470 

 471 

Figure 2.  Mean TPW difference as a function of station elevation, before (white) and after 472 

(black) the adjustment for station elevation.  These data are for the AMSR-E satellite.  Other 473 

satellites show similar improvement in the mean differences when the adjustment is applied.  474 

 475 

  476 



477 

478 

 479 
Figure 3.  Example time series of collocated satellite andGPS measurements.  In each 480 

panel the red dots correspond to the satellite measurements, the black dots to the GPS 481 

measurements, and the blue dots are the satellite – GPS difference.  Note that for each 482 

GPS measurement, there are multiple satellite measurements.  The thin light blue line is 483 

plotted to show zero difference.  In all 3 cases, the satellite instrument is SSM/I F13.  The 484 

station names, and the mean and standard deviation of the difference time series are 485 

shown in each panel. 486 



 487 

 488 

 489 

Figure 4.  Satellite – GPS TPW summary statistics for each satellite – GPS station pair.   490 



 491 

 492 

Fig. 5.   Histogram of satellite – GPS TPW differences for WindSat.  The black line is the 493 

measured histogram, and the blue line is a Gaussian with the same standard deviation and 494 

maximum value as the measured histogram. 495 

 496 

 497 
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 499 

Fig. 6.    Mean and standard deviation of satellite – GPS TPW differences as a function of 500 

mean (0.5*(satellite + GPS)) TPW for F13, AMSR-E, and WindSat.  The black lines and error 501 

bars are for all data.  The red lines are the mean differences when scenes with satellite-detected 502 

rain are excluded from the dataset. 503 
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 505 

 506 

Fig. 7.  Standard deviation of SSM/I F13 minus GPS TPW difference as a function of the 507 

mean TPW at each station.  The line is a fit to the standard deviation data presented in Fig. 6. 508 
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 511 

Fig. 8.  Mean and standard deviation of satellite – GPS TPW differences as a function of 512 

satellite measured wind speed for F13.  Other satellites show similar results.   513 

 514 
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 517 

 518 

Fig. 9.  Mean and standard deviation of satellite – GPS TPW differences as a function of 519 

satellite measured rain rate for F13 and AMSRE-E.  Other satellites are similar to F13. 520 
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 524 

 525 

Fig. 10.    A) Mean and standard deviation of satellite – GPS TPW differences as a function 526 

of satellite measured cloud water for F13.  B) Mean and standard deviation of satellite – GPS 527 

TPW for F13 differences as a function of Sea Surface Temperature (from the NOAA OI SST 528 

V2).  Other satellites show similar results.   529 
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 533 

 534 

Fig. 11.  Example of satellite – GPS times series analysis for station COCO (Cocos (Keeling) 535 

Islands, 12.19S, 96.83E).  The plotted points are 15-day means of collocated measurements.  536 

Each time series is fit to a combined 2 harmonic/linear model, shown in red.  The light blue lines 537 

are zero lines for each satellite.  For difference time series longer than 4 years, the slope of the 538 

differences from this fit is shown in units of mm per decade.  The slope uncertainty shown is 2-539 

σ, corrected for serial autocorrelation in the residuals to the linear fit.  Note that the seasonal 540 

cycles are roughly in phase for the different satellites, with the satellite measurements tending to 541 

be higher than the GPS measurements in spring, the time of maximum TPW for this location.  542 

For F15, the data collected after the measurements were compromised by the on-board 543 

“RADCAL” beacon are shown in orange, and are not used for the fit. 544 
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 547 

 548 

Fig. 12.  A) Summary of slopes from the satellite – GPS difference time series for 12 stations 549 

with periods of overlap more than four years.   Trends that are significantly different from zero 550 

are denoted by an “x” in the box.  B) Summary of 2-σ slope uncertainties in the satellite-GPS 551 

difference time series. 552 

 553 
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